Group Solutions to Individual Problems.

Years ago I used to live in Colorado with my husband and my daughter. My husband was busy and worked in two places. I had to take care of everything what my family needed. The worst part was that I couldn't speak English not at all. I needed a friend who could help me to survive through that difficulties.

After reading about Rebecca in "Group Solutions to Individual
Problems", I remembered myself, and my struggles, I think she was braver than I was, because she took care of her problems earlier, than they could shock her. With her generous decision, she helped many other women to continue their life and do not feel alone and careless. I didn't approach to anybody in our apartment and ask about help. I though they would laugh at me because I couldn't speak English. But I was wrong. By evening...
my daughter started to cough, and a few minutes later, she said that she can’t breathe anymore. I panicked and didn’t know what to do. I opened the door and screamed, the only word I knew, “help, help.” Suddenly, almost everybody in the apartment ran to help. I was surprised and amazed how wonderful people were my neighbors. They called 911, explained my problem, and before the paramedics would arrive, they helped my daughter to breath. I was very thankful to my neighbors in C.
Colorado and know in Armenia.
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